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Figure 1. We propose ThinkTwice, a scalable decoder paradigm that generates the future trajectory and action of the ego vehicle sfor
end-to-end autonomous driving. Conditioned on the coarse action/trajectory, we propose the Look Module to retrieve information from
critical regions and the Prediction Module to anticipate the outcome of the ego behavior. Taking features from the two modules as input,
the coarse prediction is refined by predicting its offset from ground-truth. We could stack multiple such layers and scale up the capacity of
the decoder with dense supervision and spatial-temporal prior.

Abstract
End-to-end autonomous driving has made impressive

progress in recent years. Existing methods usually adopt
the decoupled encoder-decoder paradigm, where the en-
coder extracts hidden features from raw sensor data, and
the decoder outputs the ego-vehicle’s future trajectories or
actions. Under such a paradigm, the encoder does not have
access to the intended behavior of the ego agent, leaving the
burden of finding out safety-critical regions from the mas-
sive receptive field and inferring about future situations to
the decoder. Even worse, the decoder is usually composed
of several simple multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) or GRUs
while the encoder is delicately designed (e.g., a combina-
tion of heavy ResNets or Transformer). Such an imbalanced
resource-task division hampers the learning process.

In this work, we aim to alleviate the aforementioned
problem by two principles: (1) fully utilizing the capac-
ity of the encoder; (2) increasing the capacity of the de-
coder. Concretely, we first predict a coarse-grained fu-

ture position and action based on the encoder features.
Then, conditioned on the position and action, the future
scene is imagined to check the ramification if we drive ac-
cordingly. We also retrieve the encoder features around
the predicted coordinate to obtain fine-grained information
about the safety-critical region. Finally, based on the pre-
dicted future and the retrieved salient feature, we refine the
coarse-grained position and action by predicting its offset
from ground-truth. The above refinement module could be
stacked in a cascaded fashion, which extends the capac-
ity of the decoder with spatial-temporal prior knowledge
about the conditioned future. We conduct experiments on
the CARLA simulator and achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in closed-loop benchmarks. Extensive ablation stud-
ies demonstrate the effectiveness of each proposed module.

1. Introduction
With the advance in deep learning, autonomous driv-

ing has attracted attention from both academia and in-
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dustry. End-to-end autonomous driving [46, 48] aims to
build a fully differentiable learning system that is able
to map the raw sensor input directly to a control signal
or a future trajectory. Due to its efficiency and ability
to avoid cumulative errors, impressive progress has been
achieved in recent years [3, 10, 12, 15, 16, 56]. State-of-the-
art works [9,27,49,57,67,68] all adopt the encoder-decoder
paradigm. The encoder module extracts information from
raw sensor data (camera, LiDAR, Radar, etc.) and gener-
ates a representation feature. Taking the feature as input,
the decoder directly predicts way-points or control signals.

Under such a paradigm, the encoder does not have ac-
cess to the intended behavior of the ego agent, which leaves
the burden of finding out the safety-critical regions from the
large perceptive field of massive sensor inputs and infer-
ring about the future situations to the decoder. For example,
when the ego vehicle is at the intersection, if it decides to
go straight, it should check the traffic light across the road,
which might consist of only several pixels. If it decides to
go right, then it should check whether there are any agents
on its potential route and think about how they would re-
act to the ego vehicle’s action. Even worse, the decoder
is usually several simple multi-layer perceptrons (MLP) or
GRUs while the encoder is a delicately designed combina-
tion of the heavy ResNet or Transformer. Such unmatched
resource-task division hampers the overall learning process.

To address the aforementioned issues, we design our new
model based on two principles:

• Fully utilize the capacity of the encoder. Instead
of leaving all future-related tasks to the decoder, we
should reuse the features from the encoder conditioned
on the predicted decision.

• Extend the capacity of the decoder with dense su-
pervision. Instead of simply adding depth/width of
MLP which would cause severe overfit, we should en-
large the encoder with prior structure and correspond-
ing supervision so that it could capture the inherent
driving logical reasoning.

To instantiate these two principles, we propose a cascaded
decoder paradigm to predict the future action of the ego ve-
hicle in a coarse-to-fine fashion as shown in Fig. 1. Con-
cretely, (i) We first adopt an MLP similar to classical ap-
proaches to generate the coarse future trajectory and action.
(ii) We then retrieve features around the predicted future
location from the encoder and further feed them into sev-
eral convolutional layers to obtain goal-related scene fea-
tures (we denote the module as Look Module and the fea-
ture as Look Feature). This follows the intuition that human
drivers would check their intended target to ensure safety
and legitimacy. (iii) Inspired by the fact that human drivers
would anticipate other agents’ future motion to avoid possi-
ble collisions, we design a Prediction Module, which takes

the coarse action and features of the current scene as input
and generates future scene representation features (denoted
as Prediction Feature). Considering the difficulty of ob-
taining supervision of the future scene representation con-
ditioned on the predicted action during open-loop imitation
learning, we adopt the teach-forcing technique [2]: during
training, we additionally feed samples with ground-truth
action/trajectory into Prediction Module and supervise the
corresponding Prediction Feature with ground-truth future
scene. As for the target of the supervision, we choose fea-
tures from Roach [77], an RL-based teacher network with
privileged input, which contains decision-related informa-
tion. (iv) Based on the Look Feature and Prediction Fea-
ture, we predict the offset between the coarse prediction and
ground-truth for refinement. The aforementioned process
could be stacked cascadedly, which enlarges the capacity
of the decoder with spatial-temporal prior knowledge about
the conditioned future.

We conducted experiments on two competitive closed-
loop autonomous driving benchmarks with CARLA [21]
and achieved state-of-the-art performance. We also con-
ducted extensive ablation studies to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the components of the proposed method.

In summary, our work has three-fold contributions:

1. We propose a scalable decoder paradigm for end-to-
end autonomous driving, which, to the best of our
knowledge, is the first to emphasize the importance of
enlarging the capacity of the decoder in this field.

2. We devise a decoder module to look back to the safety
critical areas and anticipate the future scene condi-
tioned on the predicted action/trajectory, which injects
spatial-temporal prior knowledge and dense supervi-
sions into the training process.

3. We demonstrate state-of-the-art performance on two
competitive benchmarks and conduct extensive abla-
tion studies to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
module.

We believe that the decoder (decision part) is equally im-
portant as the encoder (perception part) in end-to-end au-
tonomous driving. We hope our exploration could inspire
further efforts in this line of study for the community.

2. Related Work
2.1. End-to-end Autonomous Driving

Unlike traditional modular autonomous driving frame-
works, end-to-end methods, which predict actions based on
sensor observations, have shown great potential. CIL [15]
proposes a simple structure to directly map front-view im-
age features to control signals based on navigation com-
mands. Based on that, CILRS [16] adds a speed predic-
tion branch to alleviate the inertia problem. LBC [10] and
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Figure 2. Overall architecture of ThinkTwice. (a) The encoder first processes raw data from different sensors with corresponding
backbones and then fuses them into a bird’s-eye-view (BEV) representation. (b) With BEV features as input, the decoder first generates
the coarse trajectory/action of the ego agent. Then, the Look Module retrieves sensor features around the predicted location - Look Feature
and the Prediction Module anticipates the future BEV features conditioned on the predicted action - Prediction Feature. (c) Based on these
two features, the refinement module predicts the offset between the coarse output and the ground-truth (GT).

Roach [77] use learning-based privilege experts to better
teach student models. Control and trajectory planning are
combined in [68] in a multi-task learning approach. Re-
inforcement learning methods [7, 64] use useful represen-
tations from pre-training tasks to accelerate the training
process. NEAT [12] decodes way-points and semantics in
bird’s-eye-view (BEV). Effective sensor fusion approaches
to extract useful features from sensors for planning are ex-
plored in [9, 49, 57, 76]. Model-based imitation learning is
studied in [27] to explicitly model the environment.

Such methods have gained impressive performance in
closed-loop evaluation. Nevertheless, most of them focus
on the encoder part only, usually adopting a simple MLP
or GRU-based decoder for final planning. In our work, we
explore increasing the capacity of the decoder and fully ex-
ploiting the capacity of the encoder simultaneously.

2.2. BEV Representation for Autonomous Driving
Learning BEV representation for perception and plan-

ning tasks in autonomous driving is a heated topic [36] in
both industry and academia. The BEV representation inher-
ently preserves the spatial relationships on the ground plane,
making it preferable for joint perception-planning and sen-
sor fusion.

Perception tasks in BEV including detection [31, 37, 39,
41,51,54], segmentation [28,39,47,69,78], and lane detec-
tion [4,11, 23] have been rapidly pushing the frontier of 3D
vision for autonomous driving. For planning, BEV repre-
sentation has also shown great potential, where the model
could reason about the important geometry relationships.
ChauffeurNet [1] renders the privileged environment and
routed information to BEV as input for planning. LBC [10],
LAV [9] and Roach [77] train a strong expert based on privi-
leged BEV representation as input. The cost-maps for plan-

ning can also be constructed or learned based on BEV rep-
resentations [6, 17, 28, 30, 55, 73, 74]. NEAT [12] updates
an attention map iteratively to aggregate features and de-
code them to semantic categories and way-points in BEV.
However, NEAT does not explicitly convert image features
in perspective view to BEV, and it only uses a simple MLP
to directly decode results from the aggregated feature. In
our work, after explicitly projecting and aligning the image
feature with LiDAR feature in BEV, we retrieve BEV fea-
tures in critical regions and anticipate the future scene to
iteratively refine the planning outputs.

2.3. Coarse-to-fine Strategy
The coarse-to-fine strategy has been widely studied and

used in the field of computer vision. Typical two-stage
methods for 2D detection [24, 25, 52] and 3D detection
[18, 38, 58, 60, 71, 72] usually first propose coarse region
proposals and then extract features based on the propos-
als to generate the refined final predictions. The coarse-
to-fine approach also gains great success in tasks like op-
tical flow estimation [22, 32, 61, 63], salient object detec-
tion [19,40,50,65], and trajectory prediction [33–35,44,59].

As for planning in autonomous driving, LAV [9] also it-
eratively refines the predicted way-points. However, their
refinement is only based on the original feature with a sim-
ple RNN. Our method uses the coarse prediction to retrieve
features in critical regions and anticipate the future to better
refine the coarse prediction.

3. Approach
The proposed ThinkTwice is an end-to-end autonomous

driving framework consisting of an encoder to transform the
raw sensor data into a representation vector, and a decoder
to generate future trajectories or actions of the ego agent
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based on the representation vector. The overall architecture
is shown in Fig. 2.

3.1. BEV Encoder
In this work, we consider two commonly used sensors

in autonomous driving: cameras and LiDAR. To fuse their
information, we first transform the raw sensor data into
bird’s-eye-view (BEV) features respectively, and then di-
rectly concatenate BEV features since they have already
been aligned in space.

For camera inputs - RGB images from multiple views,
we first use an image backbone (such as ResNet [26]) on
each image to obtain its compact feature map. To trans-
form 2D images into BEV space, LSS [47] is adopted: We
first predict the discrete depth distribution of each pixel and
scatter each pixel into discrete points along the camera ray,
where the feature at each point is the product of its pre-
dicted depth and corresponding pixel feature. For each grid
in BEV, we aggregate features from those points within the
grid by Frustum Pooling1. In this way, we could aggre-
gate images from an arbitrary number of cameras into one
C × BH × BW feature map, where C is the hidden di-
mension, BH and BW are the height and width of the BEV
grid. Further, to introduce temporal cues, we aggregate the
previous BEV of historical images by transforming it to cur-
rent egocentric coordinate system according to the relative
ego movement. Previous and current feature maps are thus
spatially aligned and we could simply concatenate them to
obtain the final BEV feature. Additionally, we found that
(i) ground-truth supervision for the depth prediction mod-
ule is important, which aligns with the finding in the object
detection field [37]. (ii) When scattering the image features,
it is beneficial to add a semantic segmentation module and
scatter the predicted semantic scores as well. We conjecture
that it increases the generalization ability of the end-to-end
model by filtering out the unrelated texture information.2

For LiDAR inputs - point clouds, we employ the popular
SECOND [70] which applies sparse 3D-convolution on the
voxelized point clouds [79]. Its final output is also a BEV
feature map with a size of C×BH×BW . To utilize tempo-
ral information, similar to existing works in object detection
field [29, 62, 72], we concatenate aligned point clouds from
multiple-frames with an additional channel to indicate the
time-step.

When fusing the two BEV feature maps, we simply con-
catenate them into one and process it by a series of 2D
convolutional layers. Since actions are the only direct su-
pervision in end-to-end autonomous driving which are too
sparse for the high-dimensional multi-sensor input, we pro-
vide extra feature-level supervision for the BEV feature
map. Specifically, we use middle BEV feature maps from

1Please refer to [47] for details.
2We give ablations to support these claims in the experiment section.
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Figure 3. Overall architecture of Look Module.

Roach [77] as the target, an RL-based teacher network with
privileged input, which takes rasterized BEV surrounding
environment as privileged input and achieves decent per-
formance with several convolutional layers. Note that any
learnable expert model with a BEV feature representation
could be adopted here such as [10, 53] and we adopt Roach
here due to its robustness from RL training. By letting
the middle BEV feature maps of the student network (i.e.,
the encoder of ThinkTwice) be similar to the teacher net-
work’s, each BEV grid obtains dense supervision regarding
decision-related information. In the experiment section, we
empirically show that this supervision is necessary and is
better than the commonly used BEV segmentation supervi-
sion signals in previous SOTA works [9, 27, 49].

3.2. Decoder
3.2.1 Coarse Prediction Module
Recall that from the encoder part, we have obtained a BEV
feature map HBEV with the shape C × BH × BW . We use
2D convolutional layers to downsample it and then flatten
the small feature map into a 1D vector Henv, which contains
information about surrounding environments from cameras
and LiDAR. For routing information including the target
point, high-level command (go straight, turn left, turn left,
etc.), and current speed, we use an MLP to encode them into
a compact vector Hmst, similar to [9,68,77]. With Henv and
Hmst as input, we use another MLP to predict the ego ve-
hicle’s future action Ctrl0 and trajectories Traj0, where 0
denotes it is the initialization of the prediction. Note that
this module follows the common practice in existing works:
flatten + MLP, which ignores the spatial-temporal associ-
ation between the prediction and current observation. In
the following part, we propose Look Module and Predic-
tion Module to extend the capacity of the decoder with the
aforementioned prior knowledge and dense supervision.

3.2.2 Look Module
The intuition behind Look Module is that human drivers
would check their target location to make sure there are no
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collisions with other agents and no violations of traffic rules
before they actually go there, which is demonstrated to be
effective in the trajectory prediction field [45]. Thus, with
the predicted trajectory Traji from the last layer with the
shape T × 2 where T is the prediction horizon and 2 repre-
sents (x, y), we retrieve sensor features based on the coor-
dinate of Traji. The overall architecture is shown in Fig. 3.

For cameras, we project the coordinate back into the im-
age plane with the cameras’ extrinsics and intrinsics. Con-
sidering information on one pixel is limited and there might
be errors during the projection, we adopt multi-scale de-
formable attention [80] to aggregate information:

H img-look
i+1 = DeformAttn(HImg;Traji;Henv,Hmst), (1)

where HImg is the multi-scale image feature maps; Traji
serves as the reference point of the deformable attention;
Henv and Hmst serve as the query of the attention.

For LiDAR, since it is already in the form of voxel fea-
tures and the coordinate could be directly used, we simply
retrieve the surrounding voxels of each coordinate in Traji
and flatten them followed by an MLP to obtain H lidar-look

i+1 .
Finally, we concatenate H img-look

i+1 and H lidar-look
i+1 , and use an

MLP to get the look feature H look
i+1 . Henv is also updated by

H look
i+1 with another MLP.
By far, we reuse the representation power of the encoder

and inject sample specific spatial prior, i.e., intended lo-
cation, into the features, which makes the model easier to
be optimized and could lead to better generalization abil-
ity [5, 75].

3.2.3 Prediction Module
The intuition behind the Prediction Module is that human
drivers would anticipate how surrounding agents would re-
act to their action and check whether there would be colli-
sions before they actually execute any action, i.e., action-
conditioned prediction [43]. Thus, to model the intended
action-conditioned future of the scene, we use a spatial-
GRU, which simply replaces linear layers in GRU [14] with
2D convolutional layers. It takes the current BEV feature
as its initial states and at each time-step takes the predicted
coarse action Ctrlti and trajectories Trajti from the last layer
as input. We denote its output as Hi+1

predict with the shape
T ×BH ×BW ×C where T is the prediction horizon, BH

and BW are the height and width of BEV grid, and C is the
hidden dimension.

To provide supervision for Hi+1
predict, we need to know

the actual future scene when the ego vehicle takes the ac-
tion Ctrli, which is difficult during the open-loop imitation
learning process. To deal with this issue, inspired by the
teacher forcing [2] technique in NLP field, during training,
we feed a set of extra inputs to the spatial GRU: the cur-
rent BEV feature with the ground-truth action and trajec-
tory Ctrlgt and Trajgt. Denoting its corresponding output
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Figure 4. Overall architecture of Prediction Module.

as Hpredict,gt
i+1 , we can supervise this hidden feature with the

collected future scene. Here, we choose the Roach BEV
feature as the target. Its overall structure is given in Fig. 4.

3.2.4 Refinement Module
With the Look Featue H look

i+1 and Prediction Feature
Hpredict

i+1 , the refinement module utilizes them to adjust the
predicted action Ctrli and trajectories Traji from the last
layer by:

Octrl
i+1,O

traj
i+1 = MLP([H look

i+1;H
predict
i+1 ;Ctrli;

Traji;Henv;Hmst]),
(2)

where Octrl
i+1 and Otraj

i+1 are the predicted offsets of action
and trajectory between coarse prediction and ground-truth
respectively. They are supervised as follows:

Octrl
i+1 = L(Ctrli,Ctrlgt),

Otraj
i+1 = L(Traji,Trajgt),

(3)

where L represents the loss function which is the commonly
used Smooth L1 loss. Finally, we update the predicted ac-
tion and trajectory by:

Ctrli+1 = Ctrli +Octrl
i+1,

Traji+1 = Traji +OTraj
i+1.

(4)

By then, we finish one round of refinement. Similar to
DETR-based methods [5, 75] in the general vision domain,
the proposed decoder module could be stacked in cascade
and we observe notable performance gain with multi-layers.

3.3. Supervision Signals
In end-to-end autonomous driving, since the direct su-

pervision - the action (2 float number) or trajectories (T*2
float number) is rather sparse compared to the multi-modal
multi-view inputs, to avoid overfitting and increase the
generalization ability, it is a common practice in SOTA
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Method Encoder Decoder Modality Extra Supervision DS↑ RC↑ IS↑

CILRS [16] ResNet + Flatten MLP C1 None 7.8±0.3 10.3±0.0 0.75±0.05
LBC [10] ResNet + Flatten MLP C3 Expert 12.3±2.0 31.9±2.2 0.66±0.02
Transfuser [13] Fusion via Transformer GRU C3L1 Dep+Seg+Map+Box 31.0±3.6 47.5±5.3 0.77±0.04
Roach [77] ResNet + Flatten MLP C1 Expert 41.6±1.8 96.4±2.1 0.43±0.03
LAV [9] PointPaiting Multi-layer GRUs C4L1 Expert+Seg+Map+Box 46.5±2.3 69.8±2.3 0.73±0.02
TCP [68] ResNet + Flatten GRU C1 Expert 57.2±1.5 80.4±1.5 0.73±0.02
ThinkTwice Geometric Fusion in BEV Look-Predict-Refine C4L1 Expert+Dep+Seg+Map 65.0±1.7 95.5±2.0 0.69±0.05

MILE*† [27] ResNet + Flatten GRU C1 Map+Box 61.1±3.2 97.4±0.8 0.63±0.03
Interfuser* [57] Fusion via Transformer Transformer + GRU C3L1 Map+Box 68.3±1.9 95.0±2.9 -
ThinkTwice* Geometric Fusion in BEV Look-Predict-Refine C4L1 Expert+Dep+Seg+Map 70.9±3.4 95.5±2.6 0.75±0.05

Table 1. Performance on Town05 Long benchmark. ↑ means the higher the better. * denotes using extra data. † denotes no scenarios
are involved in the evaluation, which is a much easier benchmark. For Modality, C denotes the camera sensor and L denotes the LiDAR
sensor. Extra Supervision refers to labels required to train their student model besides actions and states of the ego vehicle. Expert denotes
the distillation from privileged agents’ outputs or features. Seg and Depth denotes the depth and semantic segmentation labels of the 2D
images. Box denotes the bounding box of surrounding agents.

works [9,27,49,57,68] to apply multiple auxiliary supervi-
sions. In ThinkTwice, we apply dense supervision on both
the encoder and decoder and we summarize as follows:
Image Depth & Segmentation: Compared to LiDARs,
images contain more semantics yet with lots of abun-
dance [42]. and it is more difficult to be applied in au-
tonomous driving due to the discrepancy between 2D im-
ages and the 3D world. To address this, we apply depth su-
pervision for more accurate BEV projection, and project se-
mantic feature maps to BEV along with pixel feature maps
so that the influence of texture could be mitigated.
Feature Distillation: Existing works have shown that with
privileged input (ground-truth agent location, lanes, traffic
light states, etc.), a learning-based teacher network could
achieve decent performance [53, 77]. Compared to BEV
segmentation - an auxiliary task, distilling the teacher net-
work’s middle feature maps provides more direct supervi-
sion and is more related to the major task - driving [68, 77].
Here, we apply distillations on both the current BEV and
the predicted future BEV (with teacher forcing).
Auxiliary Tasks: We use Henv to predict the ego vehi-
cle’s current speed which is helpful to mitigate the inertia
problem [68, 77]. We use Henv and Hmst to estimate the
value function of current states supervised by Roach - an
RL teacher network. Similarly, for future scene represen-
tation generated by teacher forcing, we predict their speed
and value as well.
Direct Supervision: Since we need coordinates to retrieve
sensor features and actions to predict the conditioned fu-
ture, our model outputs the ego vehicle’s future action and
trajectory together at each layer in a coarse-to-fine fashion.

To this end, the encoder receives dense supervision from
depth, segmentation, and feature distillation, while the de-
coder receives dense supervision from multi-layer direct su-
pervision and future feature map supervision in the predic-
tion module.

4. Experiments
4.1. Benchmark

We use CARLA [21] as the simulator to conduct closed-
loop autonomous driving evaluations. We conduct experi-
ments on two widely used benchmarks, Town05 Long and
Longest6. Each benchmark contains several routes and
each route is defined by a sequence of sparse navigation
points together with high-level commands (straight, turn
left/right, lane changing, and lane following). The closed-
loop driving task requires the autonomous agent to drive
toward the destination point. It is designed to simulate re-
alistic traffic situations and includes different challenging
scenarios such as obstacle avoidance, crossing an unsignal-
ized intersection, and sudden control loss.

4.2. Data Collection
ThinkTwice is an imitation learning framework that re-

quires an expert to collect driving logs: a sequence of vehi-
cle states and sensor data. Here, we use 4 cameras (front,
left, right, back), one LiDAR, IMU, GPS, and speedometer.
We adopt Roach [77], an RL-based network, as our expert
similar to [27,68] due to the strong supervision it could pro-
vide. We collect data in 2 Hz on town01, town03, town04,
and town06. We collect 189K frames in total which is sim-
ilar to [9, 13, 68] to conduct most experiments and ablation
studies. To match the size of the dataset and number of
seen towns with concurrent works [57] (3M, 8 towns, 2Hz)
and [27] (2.9M, 4 towns, 25Hz), we additionally collect a
dataset of 2M 3 with all 8 towns where we would only use
to compare with them and we denote this setting with *.

4.3. Metrics
We use the official metrics of CARLA Leaderboard:

Route Completion (RC) is the percentage of the route
completed by the autonomous agent. Infraction Score (IS)

3We stop collecting when our hard-disk is full.
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Method DS↑ RC↑ IS↑
WOR [8] 23.6 52.3 0.59
LAV [9] 34.2 73.5 0.53
Transfuser [13, 49] 56.7 92.3 0.62
ThinkTwice 61.3 73.0 0.81
ThinkTwice* 66.7 77.2 0.84

Table 2. Performance on Longest6 benchmark.

measures the number of infractions made along the route,
with pedestrians, vehicles, road layouts, red lights, and etc.4

Driving Score (DS) is the main metric which is the product
of Route Completion and Infraction Score.

4.4. Comparsion with SOTA
We compare our work with state-of-the-art works in two

competitive benchmarks of closed-loop evaluation. The re-
sults are shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. We could observe that
our model outperforms previous SOTA by a large margin
on both benchmarks. Specifically, in Town5Long as shown
in Tab. 1, ThinkTwice achieves the best DS under both pro-
tocols while Roach and MILE could run for a long time
(highest RC) but have much more collision or violation of
traffic rules. On other hand, Transfuser runs most safely
(highest IS) but is too cautious to complete the route. As
for the Longest6 benchmark as shown in Tab. 2, which is
proposed by Transfuser, they could obtain a very high route
completion score but our method achieves the best DS and
IS which suggests a much safer driving process.

4.5. Component Analysis
In this section, we provide an empirical analysis of de-

sign choices among ThinkTwice. We use Town05-Long
benchmark with 3 repeats to reduce the variance and we use
189K data of 4 towns, which means our model has never
seen town05 during training.

Encoder Design: In Tab. 3, we give the performance of
different encoder design choices in ThinkTwice. From
Model1, we can find that simply adopting geometric fu-
sion without any relevant supervision leads to poor perfor-
mance, which aligns with the conclusion in [13]. Model2
with depth and semantic segmentation tasks has slightly
better results, which may come from the regularization ef-
fects of the two auxiliary tasks on the image features. In
Model3, the explicit usage of depth and segmentation pre-
diction during the projection process from image features to
BEV features boosts the performance significantly, which
demonstrates the importance of supervised geometric pro-
jection. In Model4, we further use two frames as inputs
instead of one. Contrary to intuition, the improvement is

4Please refer to https://leaderboard.carla.org/get_
started_v1/ for details.

ID Method DS↑ RC↑ IS↑

1 Baseline 43.0±3.9 74.2±3.2 0.56±0.05

2
+Segmentation &
Depth Task

45.0±2.2 73.2±4.0 0.60±0.04

3
+Segmentation &
Depth Projection

57.8±1.5 78.8±3.3 0.74±0.03

4 +Two Frames 59.3±1.4 80.2±3.6 0.74±0.04

5
Expert Feature ->
BEV Segmentation

50.5±2.3 73.4±3.2 0.70±0.03

Table 3. Ablation for Encoder Design. Baseline means original
LSS [47] for camera inputs and SECOND [70] for LiDAR input
with a TCP [68] head. Model2 adds the depth and segmentation
auxiliary for images. Model3 additionally uses depth and segmen-
tation during the projection to BEV. Model4 uses 2 frames as in-
put. Model5 changes the BEV supervision from BEV features of
the expert to BEV segmentation task.

ID Method DS↑ RC↑ IS↑

4 TCP-Head 59.3±1.4 80.2±3.6 0.74±0.04
5 +1 Decoder 61.6±1.4 90.8±2.2 0.68±0.04
6 +5 Decoders 65.0±1.7 95.5±2.0 0.69±0.05
7 w/o Look 62.4±1.8 93.5±2.1 0.67±0.08
8 w/o Predict 61.7±1.9 96.2±3.0 0.63±0.03
9 w/o TF 62.0±2.2 97.1±2.9 0.62±0.04

Table 4. Ablation for Decoder Design. The baseline is Model4
in the encoder. Model5 and Model6 add 1 and 5 proposed de-
coder modules respectively. Model7 removes the Look Module
from Model6 while Model8 removes the Prediction Module from
Model6. Model9 removes the teacher forcing technique.

very marginal considering the motion clue is introduced.
It might be related to the inertia/copycat problem [13, 66]
where the model learns to cheat by simply copying the
movement between the previous and current frame. It could
lead to degenerated performance during closed-loop eval-
uation. However, since the Prediction Module in the de-
coder requires the motion clues of surrounding agents, we
keep the input as 2 frames in all the following experi-
ments. In Model5, we replace the Expert Feature Distil-
lation to the BEV feature with the BEV segmentation task
as in [9, 13, 27]. We can observe a performance drop which
might be due to the fact that the BEV segmentation task
could only serve as an implicit regularization while the ex-
pert feature contains decision-related information.

Due to Model4’s superior performance, we adopt it as
the encoder of ThinkTwice.

Decoder Design: Based on Model4 in Tab. 3, we conduct
component analysis for the decoder and the results are in
Tab. 4. In Model5, we could observe performance improve-
ment with one additional decoder layer. Specifically, RC
improves a lot which indicates less stuck while IS drops a
little bit which is natural since it has a larger possibility to
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have any events during the much longer driving process. In
Model6, with 5 stacked decoder layers, the results are sig-
nificantly boosted, which demonstrates the effectiveness of
the proposed decoder paradigm and its strong scalability.
Until now, we obtain ThinkTwice’s final model - Model6
and we further conduct ablation studies with it. In Model7,
the removal of Look Modules causes an explicit perfor-
mance drop. In Model8, without the Prediction Module, it
has a much lower DS, slightly higher RC, and much lower
IS, which indicates a more reckless agent who tends to sim-
ply drive forward and ignore the environment. It makes
sense since it lacks the ability to know the ramification of its
decision with the Prediction Module. In Model9, we verify
the effectiveness of the teacher-forcing technique. Without
it, the model exhibits similar behaviors with Model8, i.e.,
removing the prediction module. It is in line with expecta-
tions since there is no extra information injected if we use
the Prediction Module without any supervision, which has
no significant difference with an enlarged MLP.

In conclusion, we verify the claims and approaches pro-
posed in Sec. 3. We found that it is essential to add prior
knowledge to the encoder and decoder. We also demon-
strate the effectiveness of stacking decoder layers with
dense supervision, which leads to our state-of-the-art per-
formance.

4.6. Discussion about Enlarging Model Capacity
In this section, we aim to investigate different ways of

enlarging the capacity of an end-to-end autonomous driving
model and compare them in a fair setting.

Enlarge Encoder: One natural idea is to enlarge the
size of the encoder, which works perfectly well and
demonstrates strong scalability in both natural language
processing [20] and computer vision [26] fields. However,
it does not apply in the end-to-end autonomous model,
which has been observed in the community. In our early
exploration experiments, we have conducted experiments
with TCP [68], a most recent SOTA method with single
image input and it uses a single ResNet-34 as the encoder.
It provides a single-variable environment to observe the
effects of enlarging the encoder size. The results are in
Tab. 5. We could find that enlarging the original TCP from
ResNet-34 to ResNet-101 causes a significant performance
drop. We conjecture the reason why simply enlarging the
encoder does not work is that in end-to-end autonomous
driving, the encoder is only responsible for processing the
multi-sensor input while the decoder is responsible for
finding out decision-related information. Large encoders
could lead to better scene representation feature but it does
not contribute much to the decision process. Actually, it is
the major motivation of ThinkTwice: enlarging the capacity
of the decoder in a proper way.

Encoder DS↑ RC↑ IS↑

ResNet-18 48.7±1.7 81.3±2.2 0.58±0.04
ResNet-34 57.2±1.5 80.4±1.5 0.73±0.02
ResNet-101 38.0±4.5 79.9±3.7 0.49±0.02

Table 5. Performance of TCP [68] under different encoder
sizes.

Method #Param DS↑ RC↑ IS↑

Baseline 78.2M 59.3±1.4 80.2±3.6 0.74±0.04

Ours 120.2M 65.0±1.7 95.5±2.0 0.69±0.05
MLP/GRU 123.3M 59.4±2.4 81.2±3.0 0.72±0.04
Backbone 119.3M 58.4±3.1 80.0±3.6 0.73±0.06

Table 6. Performance of ThinkTwice with different major
parts under the same number of parameters. Baseline uses the
Model4 as the encoder and TCP head as the decoder. Ours uses
5 stacked proposed decoder layers with supervision. MLP/GRU
uses the TCP head with 2x depth and 4x width. Backbone uses
ResNet-152 as the backbone instead of ResNet-50.

Enlarge MLP/GRU: Besides enlarging the encoder size
and the proposed stacking decoders, another choice to in-
crease the models’ capacity is to increase the width/depth
of the classical MLP/GRU decoder. Here, we take Model4
as the baseline which includes the proposed encoder and
a TCP head and we enlarge the model in the three afore-
mentioned ways. The results are in Tab. 6. We can ob-
serve that simply increasing the depth/width of the encoder
or the decoder would not bring performance gain. On the
contrary, ThinkTwice enlarges the decoder’s capacity in a
coarse-to-fine fashion with dense supervision and spatial-
temporal knowledge, which injects strong priors into the
model and thus leads to better performance.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we present ThinkTwice, an end-to-end au-

tonomous driving paradigm that emphasizes enlarging the
capacity of the decoder. We propose a scalable decoder
layer with dense supervision and spatial-temporal priors.
By stacking the proposed decoder layer, we achieve state-
of-the-art performance on two competitive closed-loop au-
tonomous driving benchmarks.We hope the attempts and
successful parts illustrated in this study could provide useful
information for this line of study in the community.
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